REF:DPS/19-20/July/Cir/22

Date: July 25,2019

Dear Parents
Greetings of the day!!!
It has been found that Children who are involved in activities of their Interest are bound to experience more
development of their personalities. Now a days good movies are the best medium of bringing about a change in the
way we think, So the school is planning for the movie-“Ardaas Karaan - based on generation gap and dwells on the
aspect on understanding others’ point of view on Monday i.e. (29-7-19) for classes VI to XI .The cost for the movie is
Rs. 150/- which includes movie ticket ,popcorn , cold – drink & transportation to Fun Square cinemas, Sangrur.
The students can deposit the amount in cash to their respective class teacher by Friday (26-7-19)
Regards

Principal
________________________________________________________________________________________________
REGISTRATION SLIP
I _____________________________(Father/Mother) of _________________________________ Class _______ am
sending my ward for movie Ardaas karaan . I am sending Rs. 150 in advance for the same in cash. No compensation of
any kind shall be claimed by me incase my child is unable to come.
Parents Name__________________________________

Signature______________________________
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